Though Africa is known and in many quarters still referred to as the dark continent, should she still be in that state in this day and time in which we live? Data now travels at the speed of light and information reaches every nook and cranny of the earth, and I ask, can some of this not be directed towards Africa? More attention needs to be focused on educating Africa in the fields of photonics and optics to illuminate her because if mother earth has got to progress, no part of her or her children can and should be left behind.
Africa. This is not because they do not want to be involved. On the contrary, I personally know over 100 people who would be willing to pay through their noses to receive an education in this field. The reasons are, in my own point of view, two pronged. The first reason addresses the ignorant. Many do not even know that such a field exist. Africa is presently the fastest growing wireless communications end users in the world, and they do not even know that there is a relationship between wireless communication and optics and photonics. Today, the fastest growing mobile communications network in the world, Globacom, is in Nigeria, my home country, and it may amaze you to know that almost everyone is linked up to this fibre optic network without even knowing the discipline from which this kind of network stems. That is the level of ignorance we are faced with in Africa and I believe optics and photonic societies all over the world can do the least by enlightening Africa of this relatively new discipline. The second reason is the dearth of opportunities for those who are not in the ignorant bracket. Young and willing minds are scattered all over the continent eager to follow a career path in optics and photonics. But unfortunately, most are discouraged largely because there are next to no institutions where they can study optics and photonics at a post high school level. I can authoritatively say so because, a few years ago, after knowing about and personally carrying out our findings on the discipline, I and a few friends craved to study optics and photonics. Regrettably, we could not find one post high school institution where we could bring our dreams to reality. I made a couple of attempts at foreign institutions, but the embassies never believed I could pay for the tuition as an international student. This led to the finding of The SOCIETY FOR THE PROMOTION OF PHOTONICS AND OPTICS TECHNOLOGY IN AFRICA (SPOTAFRIK). If the applications and innovations of this field of study is growing, then her number of students and study should do the same geometrically, especially in Africa. In a sentence, that is the objective of SPOTAFRIK. Having highlighted these myriad of problems that plague the study of optics and photonics in the continent, it would only be fair to suggest workable solutions that adequately address these problems. My first suggestion would be to tackle the problem of awareness. We can work out a way to systematically bring an awareness of this discipline, its contribution and benefits to Africa and Africans. A good start would be by organizing a couple of this type of seminars and conferences in major cities across Africa. In Africa, if you go to a high school and ask a student what he would like to study after leaving high school, he most likely would mention disciplines that he is familiar with. So I suggest we catch them young by holding regular and periodic seminars in high schools all across the continent, letting them know the benefits of studying optics and photonics at a higher level. In Nigeria, for instance, working in a telecommunications industry is considered a well paying job. So partnering with telecommunications companies like Globacom, SPOTAFRIK is presently working out plans to hold such seminars in select schools around the country, enlightening the students, and letting them know that their expertise would be in high demand from companies like Globacom and other telecommunications giants around the world would should they take up studies in optics and photonics. This may sound like a carrot and stick approach, however SPOTAFRIK is open to other suggestions Secondly, I strongly believe that opportunities should be brought into Africa. As long as these opportunities remain outside of Africa, they are no more than dreams to those who seek them. The greatest challenge an African student who wants to study abroad faces is the outrageous fees he has to pay as an international student. Unless such issues are addressed by home institutions, for many Africans, studying abroad will not even be an option. On the other hand, the reason why most African institutions do not offer courses in optics and photonics are because they have no trained tutors for them. And even if they did, bureaucratic bottlenecks would hamper their accreditations as most colleges and universities are state owned. Therefore, I suggest that specialized institutes and monotechnics be started around Africa solely for the teaching of optics and photonics. For tutors, working closely with organizations like this and SPIE, modalities could be worked out whereby sabbatical leaves could be spent by their members and volunteer lecturers at such institutes for the first few years or until such institutes produce graduates that could be retained as lecturers in the institutes. These suggestions are not exhaustive and is open to constructive criticism with the aim of producing better alternatives. Though constrained, organizations like SPOTAFRIK are working towards directing some optics light towards Africa. All we are asking is for the rest of the world to join us in making sure that Africa sees the light in optics and photonics.
